## Southern Oregon vs. Simpson (Calif.)
### 11/4/2013

**Box Score**  
Two Click - Play by Play

---

**Back To Top**
2 10 3 0 1 0 18:00  TEAM REBOUNDS
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0

20 22 13 30 43 19128 35 21 4 9 200  Total FG% - 1st: 46/72
0.639 2nd: 0/0 0.000  Game: 0.639  Deadball 3-PT FG% -
1st: 16/30 0.533 2nd: 0/0 0.000  Game: 0.533  Rebounds

Total FT% - 1st: 20/22 0.909 2nd: 0/0 0.000  Game: 0.909

(0,0)  Technical Fouls: SIMP (1)  2nd 16:13 35 Gabriel Valencia
: SOU (0) OFFICIALS : ATTENDANCE : 474  SCORE BY
PERIODS  1st  2nd TOTAL Simpson (Calif.)
45 50 95 Southern Oregon 62 66 128
Last FG: Simpson (Calif.) 2nd- 1:22, Southern Oregon 2nd- 0:41 Largest
lead: Simpson (Calif.) by 2 1st-18:36, Southern Oregon by 34 2nd- 1:29
Score tied: 1 times, Lead changed: 2 times

Back To Top

Play by Play Report

Simpson (Calif.) vs Southern Oregon

Nov 04, 2013

SIMP Starters: Washburn, Corella, Williams, Jones, Thacker

SOU Starters: TEDDER, THOMPSON, BUSH, STURNER, WEBER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clock</th>
<th>Play By Play</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20:00</td>
<td>Substitution In (Starter) by Jonnie Washburn (SIMP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20:00</td>
<td>Substitution In (Starter) by Ian Corella (SIMP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20:00</td>
<td>Substitution In (Starter) by Anthony Williams (SIMP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20:00</td>
<td>Substitution In (Starter) by Shaquille Jones (SIMP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20:00</td>
<td>Substitution In (Starter) by Dalton Thacker (SIMP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20:00</td>
<td>Substitution In (Starter) by Kyle TEDDER (SOU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20:00</td>
<td>Substitution In (Starter) by Eric THOMPSON (SOU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20:00</td>
<td>Substitution In (Starter) by Jeff BUSH (SOU)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
20:00 Substitution In (Starter) by David STURNER (SOU)
20:00 Substitution In (Starter) by Tim WEBER (SOU)
19:52 Shot Three Point Made by Kyle TEDDER (SOU) (3-0) 3
19:52 Assist by Jeff BUSH (SOU)
19:38 Foul by David STURNER (SOU)
19:38 Free Throw Made by Ian Corella (SIMP) (3-1) 2
19:38 Free Throw Made by Ian Corella (SIMP) (3-2) 1
19:28 Shot Three Point Miss by Eric THOMPSON (SOU)
19:28 Defensive Rebound by Shaquille Jones (SIMP)
19:09 Shot Three Point Miss by Shaquille Jones (SIMP)
19:09 Defensive Rebound by David STURNER (SOU)
18:59 Foul by Shaquille Jones (SIMP)
18:45 Shot Two Point Miss by Jeff BUSH (SOU)
18:45 Defensive Rebound by Shaquille Jones (SIMP)
18:36 Shot Three Point Made by Jonnie Washburn (SIMP) (3-5) -2
18:36 Assist by Dalton Thacker (SIMP)
18:16 Shot Three Point Miss by Kyle TEDDER (SOU)
18:16 Offensive Rebound by David STURNER (SOU)
18:10 Shot Two Point Miss by David STURNER (SOU)
18:10 Offensive Rebound by David STURNER (SOU)
18:08 Shot Two Point Made by David STURNER (SOU) [Paint] (5-5) T1
17:55 Turnover by Anthony Williams (SIMP)
17:51 Steal by Eric THOMPSON (SOU)
17:49 Shot Two Point Made by Kyle TEDDER (SOU) [FstBrk, Paint] (7-5) 2
17:49 Assist by Eric THOMPSON (SOU)
17:38 Shot Three Point Miss by Shaquille Jones (SIMP)
17:38 Defensive Rebound by Eric THOMPSON (SOU)
17:27 Shot Two Point Made by Eric THOMPSON (SOU) [Paint] (9-5) 4
17:27 Assist by Jeff BUSH (SOU)
17:26 Foul by Ian Corella (SIMP)
17:26 Free Throw Made by Eric THOMPSON (SOU) (10-5) 5
17:07 Shot Two Point Miss by Ian Corella (SIMP)
17:07 Defensive Rebound by David STURNER (SOU)
16:59 Shot Three Point Made by Kyle TEDDER (SOU) (13-5) 8
16:59 Assist by Eric THOMPSON (SOU)
16:44 Foul by Eric THOMPSON (SOU)
16:44 Free Throw Made by Dalton Thacker (SIMP) (13-6) 7
16:44 Free Throw Miss by Dalton Thacker (SIMP)
16:44 Defensive Rebound by Jeff BUSH (SOU)
16:37 Foul by Anthony Williams (SIMP)
16:32 Shot Two Point Made by Kyle TEDDER (SOU) [Paint] (15-6) 9
16:32 Foul by Anthony Williams (SIMP)
16:32 Timeout Full by TEAM (SIMP)
16:32 Free Throw Made by Kyle TEDDER (SOU) (16-6) 10
16:14 Shot Two Point Miss by Jonnie Washburn (SIMP)
16:14 Block by Tim WEBER (SOU)
16:14 Offensive Rebound by Jonnie Washburn (SIMP)
16:14 Shot Two Point Made by Ian Corella (SIMP) [Paint] (16-8) 8
16:10 Shot Three Point Miss by Eric THOMPSON (SOU)
16:10 Offensive Rebound by David STURNER (SOU)
16:06 Shot Two Point Made by David STURNER (SOU) [Paint] (18-8) 10
15:52 Shot Three Point Miss by Dalton Thacker (SIMP)
15:52 Defensive Rebound by David STURNER (SOU)
15:43 Shot Two Point Miss by Jeff BUSH (SOU)
15:43  Defensive Rebound by Ian Corella (SIMP)
15:40  Turnover by Dalton Thacker (SIMP)
15:40  Substitution In by Jordan WEST (SOU)
15:40  Substitution In by Jacob KALER (SOU)
15:40  Substitution Out by Kyle TEDDER (SOU)
15:40  Substitution Out by David STURNER (SOU)
15:29  Foul by Jonnie Washburn (SIMP)
15:22  Shot Three Point Made by Tim WEBER (SOU)  (21-8)  13
15:22  Assist by Jeff BUSH (SOU)
15:10  Shot Two Point Miss by Shaquillie Jones (SIMP)
15:10  Defensive Rebound by Jeff BUSH (SOU)
15:00  Turnover by Jeff BUSH (SOU)
14:58  Steal by Jonnie Washburn (SIMP)
14:54  Shot Two Point Miss by Jonnie Washburn (SIMP)
14:54  Defensive Rebound by Tim WEBER (SOU)
14:49  Shot Two Point Made by Eric THOMPSON (SOU) [FstBrk, Paint]  (23-8)  15
14:49  Assist by Jeff BUSH (SOU)
14:48  Timeout Full by TEAM (SIMP)
14:43  Substitution In by Joel SPEAR (SOU)
14:43  Substitution Out by Jeff BUSH (SOU)
14:32  Substitution In by Amon Schenk (SIMP)
14:32  Substitution Out by Anthony Williams (SIMP)
14:29  Shot Two Point Miss by Dalton Thacker (SIMP)
14:29  Offensive Rebound by Shaquillie Jones (SIMP)
14:22  Shot Three Point Made by Jonnie Washburn (SIMP)  (23-11)  12
14:22  Assist by Shaquillie Jones (SIMP)
14:08  Turnover by Eric THOMPSON (SOU)
14:05  Steal by Jonnie Washburn (SIMP)
14:02  Foul by Jacob KALER (SOU)
14:02  Substitution In by Marc Kirkland (SIMP)
14:02  Substitution Out by Shaquille Jones (SIMP)
13:55  Substitution In by David STURNER (SOU)
13:55  Substitution Out by Eric THOMPSON (SOU)
13:53  Substitution In by Dex DAUM (SOU)
13:53  Substitution Out by Tim WEBER (SOU)
13:31  Shot Two Point Made by Amon Schenk (SIMP) [Paint]  (23-13)  10
13:17  Shot Two Point Miss by David STURNER (SOU)
13:17  Defensive Rebound by Jonnie Washburn (SIMP)
13:09  Shot Three Point Made by Dalton Thacker (SIMP)  (23-16)  7
13:09  Assist by Jonnie Washburn (SIMP)
13:03  Foul by Marc Kirkland (SIMP)
12:51  Turnover by Dex DAUM (SOU)
12:49  Steal by Dalton Thacker (SIMP)
12:44  Turnover by Amon Schenk (SIMP)
12:42  Steal by David STURNER (SOU)
12:39  Shot Three Point Made by Jacob KALER (SOU)  (26-16)  10
12:39  Assist by David STURNER (SOU)
12:30  Foul by Jordan WEST (SOU)
12:30  Free Throw Made by Dalton Thacker (SIMP)  (26-17)  9
12:30  Free Throw Made by Dalton Thacker (SIMP)  (26-18)  8
12:30  Substitution In by Gabriel Valencia (SIMP)
12:30  Substitution Out by Ian Corella (SIMP)
12:10  Shot Two Point Miss by David STURNER (SOU)
12:10  Block by Dalton Thacker (SIMP)
12:10  Defensive Rebound by TEAM (SIMP)
11:52  Shot Two Point Miss by Amon Schenk (SIMP)
11:52  Defensive Rebound by TEAM (SOU)
11:40  Shot Two Point Made by Jordan WEST (SOU) [Paint] (28-18) 10
11:40  Assist by Dex DAUM (SOU)
11:33  Shot Two Point Made by Marc Kirkland (SIMP) (28-20) 8
11:30  Timeout Full by TEAM (SOU)
11:19  Shot Three Point Miss by Dex DAUM (SOU)
11:19  Defensive Rebound by Jonnie Washburn (SIMP)
11:04  Shot Two Point Made by Amon Schenk (SIMP) (28-22) 6
10:31  Turnover by Joel SPEAR (SOU)
10:29  Steal by Amon Schenk (SIMP)
10:27  Shot Two Point Made by Jonnie Washburn (SIMP) [FstBrk, Paint] (28-24) 4
10:27  Assist by Amon Schenk (SIMP)
10:16  Turnover by Joel SPEAR (SOU)
10:13  Steal by Marc Kirkland (SIMP)
10:10  Shot Two Point Made by Marc Kirkland (SIMP) [FstBrk, Paint] (28-26) 2
10:06  Timeout Full by TEAM (SOU)
10:06  Substitution In by Tyler Imhoff (SIMP)
10:06  Substitution Out by Amon Schenk (SIMP)
10:06  Substitution In by Kyle TEDDER (SOU)
10:06  Substitution In by Jeff BUSH (SOU)
10:06  Substitution Out by Joel SPEAR (SOU)
10:06  Substitution Out by Jacob KALER (SOU)
09:55  Shot Two Point Made by David STURNER (SOU) [Paint] (30-26) 4
09:55  Assist by Jordan WEST (SOU)
09:40  Shot Two Point Made by Gabriel Valencia (SIMP) [Paint] (30-28)  2
09:40  Assist by Dalton Thacker (SIMP)
09:24  Shot Three Point Made by Kyle TEDDER (SOU) (33-28)  5
09:24  Assist by Jordan WEST (SOU)
09:09  Shot Two Point Made by Dalton Thacker (SIMP) (33-30)  3
08:59  Foul by Tyler Imhoff (SIMP)
08:59  Free Throw Made by David STURNER (SOU) (34-30)  4
08:59  Free Throw Made by David STURNER (SOU) (35-30)  5
08:59  Substitution In by Tim WEBER (SOU)
08:59  Substitution In by Eric THOMPSON (SOU)
08:59  Substitution Out by Dex DAUM (SOU)
08:59  Substitution Out by Jordan WEST (SOU)
08:57  Steal by Eric THOMPSON (SOU)
08:55  Turnover by Gabriel Valencia (SIMP)
08:50  Shot Three Point Made by Kyle TEDDER (SOU) (38-30)  8
08:43  Steal by David STURNER (SOU)
08:41  Turnover by Gabriel Valencia (SIMP)
08:29  Foul by Gabriel Valencia (SIMP)
08:29  Free Throw Made by Eric THOMPSON (SOU) (39-30)  9
08:29  Free Throw Made by Eric THOMPSON (SOU) (40-30)  10
08:29  Substitution In by Ian Corella (SIMP)
08:29  Substitution Out by Jonnie Washburn (SIMP)
08:13  Shot Three Point Made by Marc Kirkland (SIMP) (40-33)  7
08:13  Assist by Dalton Thacker (SIMP)
07:57  Shot Three Point Made by Tim WEBER (SOU) (43-33)  10
07:57  Assist by Jeff BUSH (SOU)
07:40  Shot Three Point Miss by Dalton Thacker (SIMP)
07:40    Offensive Rebound by TEAM (SIMP)
07:31    Timeout Media
07:28    Shot Two Point Made by Gabriel Valencia (SIMP) [Paint]  (43-35)  8
07:28    Assist by Dalton Thacker (SIMP)
07:19    Shot Three Point Made by Kyle TEDDER (SOU)  (46-35)  11
07:19    Assist by Jeff BUSH (SOU)
06:56    Shot Two Point Miss by Tyler Imhoff (SIMP)
06:56    Offensive Rebound by TEAM (SIMP)
06:35    Shot Three Point Miss by Marc Kirkland (SIMP)
06:35    Defensive Rebound by Eric THOMPSON (SOU)
06:31    Foul by Dalton Thacker (SIMP)
06:31    Free Throw Made by Eric THOMPSON (SOU)  (47-35)  12
06:31    Free Throw Made by Eric THOMPSON (SOU)  (48-35)  13
06:31    Substitution In by Amon Schenk (SIMP)
06:31    Substitution Out by Dalton Thacker (SIMP)
06:31    Substitution In by Jacob KALER (SOU)
06:31    Substitution Out by Kyle TEDDER (SOU)
06:16    Turnover by Amon Schenk (SIMP)
05:51    Shot Three Point Miss by Jacob KALER (SOU)
05:51    Offensive Rebound by David STURNER (SOU)
05:45    Shot Two Point Made by David STURNER (SOU) [Paint]  (50-35)  15
05:29    Shot Three Point Miss by Amon Schenk (SIMP)
05:29    Defensive Rebound by Jacob KALER (SOU)
05:18    Shot Three Point Miss by Jeff BUSH (SOU)
05:18    Offensive Rebound by Eric THOMPSON (SOU)
05:13    Shot Two Point Made by Eric THOMPSON (SOU) [Paint]  (52-35)  17
05:10    Timeout Full by TEAM (SIMP)
04:57  Foul by Jeff BUSH (SOU)
04:35  Shot Two Point Miss by Marc Kirkland (SIMP)
04:35  Defensive Rebound by Eric THOMPSON (SOU)
04:24  Shot Three Point Miss by Tim WEBER (SOU)
04:24  Defensive Rebound by Tyler Imhoff (SIMP)
04:15  Shot Two Point Made by Amon Schenk (SIMP) (52-37) 15
04:15  Assist by Marc Kirkland (SIMP)
03:57  Shot Three Point Miss by David STURNER (SOU)
03:57  Defensive Rebound by Amon Schenk (SIMP)
03:48  Shot Two Point Made by Amon Schenk (SIMP) (52-39) 13
03:35  Shot Three Point Made by Tim WEBER (SOU) (55-39) 16
03:35  Assist by Jeff BUSH (SOU)
03:20  Foul by Jeff BUSH (SOU)
03:20  Substitution In by Jonnie Washburn (SIMP)
03:20  Substitution Out by Tyler Imhoff (SIMP)
03:20  Substitution In by Jordan WEST (SOU)
03:20  Substitution In by Joel SPEAR (SOU)
03:20  Substitution Out by David STURNER (SOU)
03:20  Substitution Out by Jeff BUSH (SOU)
03:15  Shot Two Point Made by Gabriel Valencia (SIMP) [Paint] (55-41) 14
02:57  Turnover by Tim WEBER (SOU)
02:43  Shot Two Point Miss by Ian Corella (SIMP)
02:43  Defensive Rebound by Eric THOMPSON (SOU)
02:25  Turnover by Eric THOMPSON (SOU)
02:25  Foul by Eric THOMPSON (SOU)
02:25  Substitution In by David STURNER (SOU)
02:25  Substitution In by Dex DAUM (SOU)
Substitution In by Kyle TEDDER (SOU) 02:25
Substitution Out by Tim WEBER (SOU) 02:25
Substitution Out by Eric THOMPSON (SOU) 02:25
Substitution Out by Jacob KALER (SOU) 02:25
Turnover by Joel SPEAR (SOU) 02:22
Steal by David STURNER (SOU) 02:20
Shot Two Point Made by Jordan WEST (SOU) [FstBrk, Paint] (57-41) 16:02
Assist by Kyle TEDDER (SOU) 02:17
Shot Two Point Miss by Ian Corella (SIMP) 02:04
Defensive Rebound by David STURNER (SOU) 02:04
Shot Three Point Made by Kyle TEDDER (SOU) (60-41) 19:01
Assist by Jordan WEST (SOU) 01:51
Steal by Kyle TEDDER (SOU) 01:37
Turnover by Jonnie Washburn (SIMP) 01:35
Shot Three Point Miss by Dex DAUM (SOU) 01:32
Defensive Rebound by Jonnie Washburn (SIMP) 01:32
Shot Two Point Made by Gabriel Valencia (SIMP) [Paint] (60-43) 17:01
Shot Two Point Made by Jordan WEST (SOU) [Paint] (62-43) 19:01
Assist by Joel SPEAR (SOU) 01:10
Shot Two Point Made by Marc Kirkland (SIMP) [Paint] (62-45) 17:00
Assist by Ian Corella (SIMP) 00:35
Shot Three Point Miss by Kyle TEDDER (SOU) 00:01
Offensive Rebound by David STURNER (SOU) 00:01
Shot Two Point Miss by David STURNER (SOU) 00:00
Offensive Rebound by Joel SPEAR (SOU) 00:00
Shot Two Point Miss by Joel SPEAR (SOU) 00:00
Defensive Rebound by TEAM (SIMP) 00:00
End of First Half (SOU 62 SIMP 45)

1, SIMP 0; Gain Lead 2, SOU 1, SIMP 1; Largest Lead SOU 19,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SMP</th>
<th>SOU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Turnovers</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field Goals</td>
<td>47.9%</td>
<td>46/72 for 63.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free Throws</td>
<td>77.3%</td>
<td>20/22 for 90.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebounds</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>OFF: 13 DEF: 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Scorer</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>THOMPSON : 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Rebounder</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>STURNER : 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Assists</td>
<td>Kirkland : 5</td>
<td>BUSH : 11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Play by Play Report

rthern Oregon

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Second Half</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Home</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Play By Play</td>
<td>(H/V)</td>
<td>Lead</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Substitution In (Starter) by Jonnie Washburn (SIMP)

Substitution In (Starter) by Ian Corella (SIMP)
Substitution In (Starter) by Anthony Williams (SIMP)

Substitution In (Starter) by Shaqullie Jones (SIMP)

Substitution In (Starter) by Dalton Thacker (SIMP)

Substitution In (Starter) by Kyle TEDDER (SOU)

Substitution In (Starter) by Eric THOMPSON (SOU)

Substitution In (Starter) by Jeff BUSH (SOU)

Substitution In (Starter) by David STURNER (SOU)

Substitution In (Starter) by Tim WEBER (SOU)

Shot Two Point Miss by Shaqullie Jones (SIMP)

Defensive Rebound by David STURNER (SOU)

Shot Two Point Made by David STURNER (SOU) (64-45) 19 Paint

Assist by Jeff BUSH (SOU)

Turnover by Jonnie Washburn (SIMP)

Foul by Jonnie Washburn (SIMP)

Foul by Ian Corella (SIMP)

Free Throw Made by Eric THOMPSON (SOU) (65-45) 20

Free Throw Made by Eric THOMPSON (SOU) (66-45) 21

Shot Three Point Miss by Dalton Thacker (SIMP)

Offensive Rebound by Ian Corella (SIMP)

Shot Two Point Made by Dalton Thacker (SIMP) (66-47) 19

Turnover by Jeff BUSH (SOU)

Shot Three Point Miss by Jonnie Washburn (SIMP)

Defensive Rebound by David STURNER (SOU)

Shot Two Point Miss by Tim WEBER (SOU)

Block by Anthony Williams (SIMP)

Offensive Rebound by Jeff BUSH (SOU)
Foul by Jonnie Washburn (SIMP)

Free Throw Made by Jeff BUSH (SOU) (67-47) 20

Free Throw Miss by Jeff BUSH (SOU)

Defensive Rebound by Anthony Williams (SIMP)

Substitution In by Amon Schenk (SIMP)

Substitution Out by Jonnie Washburn (SIMP)

Shot Three Point Miss by Shaquille Jones (SIMP)

Defensive Rebound by Eric THOMPSON (SOU)

Foul by Ian Corella (SIMP)

Substitution In by Gabriel Valencia (SIMP)

Substitution Out by Ian Corella (SIMP)

Turnover by Jeff BUSH (SOU)

Steal by Shaquille Jones (SIMP)

Shot Two Point Miss by Shaquille Jones (SIMP)

Defensive Rebound by David STURNER (SOU)

Shot Two Point Made by Tim WEBER (SOU) [Paint] (69-47) 22

Assist by Jeff BUSH (SOU)

Shot Two Point Made by Shaquille Jones (SIMP) (69-49) 20

Shot Two Point Made by Jeff BUSH (SOU) [Paint] (71-49) 22

Assist by Eric THOMPSON (SOU)

Turnover by Gabriel Valencia (SIMP)

Turnover by Jeff BUSH (SOU)

Steal by Amon Schenk (SIMP)

Foul by David STURNER (SOU)

Free Throw Miss by Amon Schenk (SIMP)

Defensive Tm Deadball Rebound by TEAM (SIMP)

Free Throw Miss by Amon Schenk (SIMP)
Defensive Rebound by David STURNER (SOU)

Shot Three Point Made by Eric THOMPSON (SOU) (74-49) 25

Assist by Tim WEBER (SOU)

  Shot Two Point Made by Anthony Williams (SIMP) (74-51) 23
  [FstBrk, Paint]

  Assist by Shaquille Jones (SIMP)

Shot Two Point Made by Eric THOMPSON (SOU) (76-51) 25

Assist by Jeff BUSH (SOU)

Player Technical by Gabriel Valencia (SIMP)

Free Throw Made by Eric THOMPSON (SOU) (77-51) 26

Free Throw Made by Eric THOMPSON (SOU) (78-51) 27

Substitution In by Ian Corella (SIMP)

  Substitution Out by Gabriel Valencia (SIMP)

Shot Two Point Made by David STURNER (SOU) (80-51) 29

Assist by Eric THOMPSON (SOU)

Foul by Kyle TEDDER (SOU)

  Free Throw Miss by Shaquille Jones (SIMP)

  Defensive Tm Deadball Rebound by TEAM (SIMP)

  Free Throw Made by Shaquille Jones (SIMP) (80-52) 28

Shot Two Point Made by Eric THOMPSON (SOU) (82-52) 30

Assist by David STURNER (SOU)

  Turnover by Dalton Thacker (SIMP)

Substitution In by Dex DAUM (SOU)

Substitution Out by Tim WEBER (SOU)

  Foul by Shaquille Jones (SIMP)

  Substitution In by Marc Kirkland (SIMP)

  Substitution Out by Shaquille Jones (SIMP)
Turnover by Dex DAUM (SOU)
Foul by Dex DAUM (SOU)
Foul by Kyle TEDDER (SOU)
Substitution In by Jacob KALER (SOU)
Substitution Out by Kyle TEDDER (SOU)
Foul by Dex DAUM (SOU)
Foul by Eric THOMPSON (SOU)
  Free Throw Made by Dalton Thacker (SIMP) (82-53) 29
  Free Throw Made by Dalton Thacker (SIMP) (82-54) 28
Substitution In by Jordan WEST (SOU)
Substitution Out by Eric THOMPSON (SOU)
Turnover by Jeff BUSH (SOU)
  Shot Two Point Miss by Ian Corella (SIMP)
Defensive Rebound by Jeff BUSH (SOU)
  Shot Two Point Made by Dex DAUM (SOU) [FstBrk, Paint] (84-54) 30
Assist by Jeff BUSH (SOU)
  Shot Two Point Miss by Anthony Williams (SIMP)
  Offensive Rebound by Anthony Williams (SIMP)
  Shot Three Point Made by Marc Kirkland (SIMP) (84-57) 27
  Assist by Anthony Williams (SIMP)
Turnover by Jacob KALER (SOU)
  Steal by Dalton Thacker (SIMP)
  Shot Two Point Miss by Dalton Thacker (SIMP)
Block by David STURNER (SOU)
  Offensive Rebound by TEAM (SIMP)
Substitution In by Joel SPEAR (SOU)
Substitution Out by Jeff BUSH (SOU)
Shot Three Point Miss by Marc Kirkland (SIMP)

Defensive Rebound by Joel SPEAR (SOU)

Shot Three Point Made by Jacob KALER (SOU) (87-57) 30

Assist by Joel SPEAR (SOU)

Shot Two Point Made by Ian Corella (SIMP) [Paint] (87-59) 28

Assist by Dalton Thacker (SIMP)

Turnover by Dex DAUM (SOU)

Steal by Marc Kirkland (SIMP)

Shot Two Point Made by Anthony Williams (SIMP) (87-61) 26

[FstBrk, Paint]

Assist by Marc Kirkland (SIMP)

Shot Two Point Made by David STURNER (SOU) (89-61) 28

Assist by Joel SPEAR (SOU)

Shot Three Point Made by Dalton Thacker (SIMP) (89-64) 25

Turnover by Joel SPEAR (SOU)

Steal by Amon Schenk (SIMP)

Shot Two Point Made by Amon Schenk (SIMP) (89-66) 23

[FstBrk, Paint]

Timeout Full by TEAM (SOU)

Turnover by Cade KNUTSON (SOU)

Shot Two Point Made by Ian Corella (SIMP) [Paint] (89-68) 21

Substitution In by Jeff BUSH (SOU)

Substitution In by Cade KNUTSON (SOU)

Shot Two Point Made by Jacob KALER (SOU) [Paint] (91-68) 23

Assist by Joel SPEAR (SOU)

Substitution Out by Jeff BUSH (SOU)

Shot Two Point Made by Amon Schenk (SIMP) (91-70) 21

Assist by Kyle Dawicki (SIMP)
Shot Three Point Miss by Jacob KALER (SOU)

Offensive Rebound by Jordan WEST (SOU)

Shot Three Point Miss by Cade KNUTSON (SOU)

Defensive Rebound by Anthony Williams (SIMP)

Shot Three Point Made by Anthony Williams (SIMP) (91-73) 18

Assist by Marc Kirkland (SIMP)

Turnover by Joel SPEAR (SOU)

Steal by Anthony Williams (SIMP)

Shot Two Point Made by Anthony Williams (SIMP) (91-75) 16

[FstBrk, Paint]

Foul by Anthony Williams (SIMP)

Three Throw Made by Joel SPEAR (SOU) (92-75) 17

Substitution In by Kyle TEDDER (SOU)

Substitution In by Tim WEBER (SOU)

Substitution In by Eric THOMPSON (SOU)

Substitution Out by Jacob KALER (SOU)

Substitution Out by Jordan WEST (SOU)

Substitution Out by Dex DAUM (SOU)

Substitution Out by Cade KNUTSON (SOU)

Three Throw Made by Joel SPEAR (SOU) (93-75) 18

Substitution In by Jeff BUSH (SOU)

Substitution Out by Joel SPEAR (SOU)

Shot Two Point Miss by Ian Corella (SIMP)

Defensive Rebound by Kyle TEDDER (SOU)

Shot Two Point Made by David STURNER (SOU) (95-75) 20

Paint

Assist by Tim WEBER (SOU)

Shot Two Point Miss by Ian Corella (SIMP)
3lock by David STURNER (SOU)
Defensive Rebound by Eric THOMPSON (SOU)
Turnover by Kyle TEDDER (SOU)
Steal by Marc Kirkland (SIMP)
Foul by Kyle TEDDER (SOU)

Free Throw Made by Anthony Williams (SIMP) (95-76) 19
Free Throw Made by Anthony Williams (SIMP) (95-77) 18
Shot Three Point Made by Eric THOMPSON (SOU) (98-77) 21
Assist by Kyle TEDDER (SOU)

Shot Two Point Made by Ian Corella (SIMP) [Paint] (98-79) 19
Assist by Marc Kirkland (SIMP)

Shot Two Point Made by David STURNER (SOU) [Paint] (100-79) 21
Assist by Tim WEBER (SOU)

Shot Two Point Miss by Marc Kirkland (SIMP)
Defensive Rebound by Eric THOMPSON (SOU)
Shot Three Point Made by David STURNER (SOU) (103-79) 24
Assist by Kyle TEDDER (SOU)
Steal by Tim WEBER (SOU)

Turnover by Anthony Williams (SIMP)
Shot Two Point Made by Jeff BUSH (SOU) [FstBrk, Paint] (105-79) 26
Assist by Tim WEBER (SOU)
Timeout Full by TEAM (SIMP)
Shot Three Point Miss by Kyle Dawicki (SIMP)
Defensive Rebound by David STURNER (SOU)
Turnover by Tim WEBER (SOU)
Foul by Tim WEBER (SOU)
Shot Three Point Made by Jonnie Washburn (SIMP) (105-82)

Assist by Kyle Dawicki (SIMP)

Turnover by Tim WEBER (SOU)

Shot Three Point Miss by Jonnie Washburn (SIMP)

Offensive Rebound by Tim WEBER (SOU)

Substitution In by Justin MARTIN (SOU)

Substitution Out by Kyle TEDDER (SOU)

Shot Two Point Miss by Tim WEBER (SOU)

Offensive Rebound by Tim WEBER (SOU)

Shot Two Point Made by Tim WEBER (SOU) [Paint] (107-82)

Shot Two Point Miss by Dalton Thacker (SIMP)

Offensive Rebound by David STURNER (SOU)

Substitution In by Jonnie Washburn (SIMP)

Substitution In by Kyle Dawicki (SIMP)

Substitution In by Gabriel Valencia (SIMP)

Substitution Out by Amon Schenk (SIMP)

Substitution Out by Marc Kirkland (SIMP)

Substitution Out by Ian Corella (SIMP)

Foul by Jonnie Washburn (SIMP)

Free Throw Made by Eric THOMPSON (SOU) (108-82)

Free Throw Made by Eric THOMPSON (SOU) (109-82)

Substitution In by Ian Corella (SIMP)

Substitution Out by Jonnie Washburn (SIMP)

Substitution In by Jordan BROWN-MOORE (SOU)

Substitution In by Jordan WEST (SOU)
Substitution Out by David STURNER (SOU)

Substitution Out by Eric THOMPSON (SOU)

Foul by Tim WEBER (SOU)

Free Throw Made by Dalton Thacker (SIMP) (109-83) 26

Free Throw Made by Dalton Thacker (SIMP) (109-84) 25

Foul by Gabriel Valencia (SIMP)

Free Throw Made by Tim WEBER (SOU) (110-84) 26

Free Throw Miss by Tim WEBER (SOU)

Offensive Rebound by Jordan BROWN-MOORE (SOU)

Shot Three Point Made by Justin MARTIN (SOU) (113-84) 29

Assist by Jordan BROWN-MOORE (SOU)

Shot Two Point Miss by Dalton Thacker (SIMP)

Defensive Rebound by Jordan WEST (SOU)

Foul by Kyle Dawicki (SIMP)

Free Throw Made by Jordan BROWN-MOORE (SOU) (114-84) 30

Free Throw Made by Jordan BROWN-MOORE (SOU) (115-84) 31

Substitution In by Nic Thacker (SIMP)

Substitution In by Tyler Imhoff (SIMP)

Substitution Out by Anthony Williams (SIMP)

Substitution Out by Ian Corella (SIMP)

Substitution In by Matt CARPENTER (SOU)

Substitution Out by Tim WEBER (SOU)

Substitution Out by Jeff BUSH (SOU)

Substitution In by Joel SPEAR (SOU)
Turnover by Kyle Dawicki (SIMP)

Shot Two Point Miss by Jordan BROWN-MOORE (SOU)

Defensive Rebound by Kyle Dawicki (SIMP)

Turnover by Kyle Dawicki (SIMP)

Shot Two Point Made by Matt CARPENTER (SOU)  (117-84)  33

Turnover by Justin MARTIN (SOU)

Free Throw Made by Dalton Thacker (SIMP)  (117-85)  32

Free Throw Made by Dalton Thacker (SIMP)  (117-86)  31

Substitution In by Marc Kirkland (SIMP)

Substitution In by Shaquillie Jones (SIMP)

Substitution Out by Kyle Dawicki (SIMP)

Substitution Out by Dalton Thacker (SIMP)

Shot Two Point Miss by Kyle Dawicki (SIMP)

Defensive Rebound by Cade KNUTSON (SOU)

Steal by Joel SPEAR (SOU)

Turnover by Gabriel Valencia (SIMP)

Shot Two Point Made by Joel SPEAR (SOU) [FstBrk, Paint]  (119-86)  33

Shot Three Point Made by Tyler Imhoff (SIMP)  (119-89)  30

Assist by Gabriel Valencia (SIMP)

Shot Three Point Made by Justin MARTIN (SOU)  (122-89)  33

Assist by Joel SPEAR (SOU)

Shot Three Point Miss by Tyler Imhoff (SIMP)

Defensive Rebound by Justin MARTIN (SOU)
Shot Two Point Miss by Jordan BROWN-MOORE (SOU)

Defensive Rebound by Marc Kirkland (SIMP)

Foul by Jordan BROWN-MOORE (SOU)

Free Throw Miss by Marc Kirkland (SIMP)

Defensive Tm Deadball Rebound by TEAM (SIMP)

Free Throw Made by Marc Kirkland (SIMP) (122-90) 32

Shot Three Point Miss by Matt CARPENTER (SOU)

Defensive Rebound by Marc Kirkland (SIMP)

Foul by Jordan WEST (SOU)

Free Throw Made by Marc Kirkland (SIMP) (122-91) 31

Free Throw Made by Marc Kirkland (SIMP) (122-92) 30

Shot Two Point Made by Jordan WEST (SOU) [Paint] (124-92) 32

Assist by Jordan BROWN-MOORE (SOU)

Shot Two Point Miss by Shaquillie Jones (SIMP)

Block by Jordan WEST (SOU)

Offensive Rebound by Jordan WEST (SOU)

Shot Two Point Made by Jordan WEST (SOU) [Paint] (126-92) 34

Shot Three Point Made by Marc Kirkland (SIMP) (126-95) 31

Assist by Marc Kirkland (SIMP)

Substitution In by Drew HENDERSON (SOU)

Substitution Out by Jordan WEST (SOU)

Shot Two Point Miss by Jordan BROWN-MOORE (SOU)

Defensive Rebound by Gabriel Valencia (SIMP)
Shot Two Point Miss by Shaquille Jones (SIMP)

Offensive Rebound by Marc Kirkland (SIMP)

Shot Three Point Miss by Matt CARPENTER (SOU)

Offensive Rebound by Joel SPEAR (SOU)

Shot Two Point Made by Joel SPEAR (SOU) [Paint] (128-95) 33

Shot Two Point Miss by Gabriel Valencia (SIMP)

Offensive Rebound by Jordan BROWN-MOORE (SOU)

End of Second Half (SOU 128 SIMP 95)

Ties 1, SOU 1, SIMP 0; Gain Lead 2, SOU 1, SIMP 1; Largest Lead SIMP 2
Ties 0, SOU 0, SIMP 0; Gain Lead 0, SOU 0, SIMP 0; Largest Lead SIMP 0

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIMP</th>
<th>SOU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34/71 for 47.9%</td>
<td>46/72 for 63.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17/22 for 77.3%</td>
<td>20/22 for 90.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFF: 8 DEF: 16</td>
<td>OFF: 13 DEF: 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thacker : 19</td>
<td>THOMPSON : 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEAM : 5</td>
<td>STURNER : 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thacker, Kirkland : 5</td>
<td>BUSH : 11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

High Scores:
Thacker, Kirkland : 5

High Rebounds:
TEAM : 5

High Assists:
Thacker, Kirkland : 5
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